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Long-time columnist and lifelong photographer Shawn M. Tomlinson writers about the art and technique
of photography with wit and humor. He focuses in his Photo Curmudgeon columns on getting started in
as well as moving into advanced photography. Instead of concentrating upon the newest, shiniest
photographic equipment, Tomlinson works with all levels of older equipment, makes recommendations
and recounts his own "Voyages of Photography." He helps the novice get started with higher end, older
cameras and lenses, and helps with photo editing suggestions and techniques.Power Supply Cookbook,
Second Edition provides an easy-to-follow, step-by-step design framework for a wide variety of power
supplies. With this book, anyone with a basic knowledge of electronics can create a very complicated
power supply design in less than one day. With the common industry design approaches presented in
each section, this unique book allows the reader to design linear, switching, and quasi-resonant
switching power supplies in an organized fashion. Formerly complicated design topics such as
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magnetics, feedback loop compensation design, and EMI/RFI control are all described in simple language
and design steps. This book also details easy-to-modify design examples that provide the reader with a
design template useful for creating a variety of power supplies. This newly revised edition is a practical,
"start-to-finish" design reference. It is organized to allow both seasoned and inexperienced engineers to
quickly find and apply the information they need. Features of the new edition include updated information
on the design of the output stages, selecting the controller IC, and other functions associated with power
supplies, such as: switching power supply control, synchronization of the power supply to an external
source, input low voltage inhibitors, loss of power signals, output voltage shut-down, major current
loops, and paralleling filter capacitors. It also offers coverage of waveshaping techniques, major loss
reduction techniques, snubbers, and quasi-resonant converters. Guides engineers through a step-by-step
design framework for a wide variety of power supplies, many of which can be designed in less than one
day Provides easy-to-understand information about often complicated topics, making power supply
design a much more accessible and enjoyable processThrough a biographical exegesis of Eliade's life
and writings, Cave sets forward a structural description of what this "new humanism" might have meant
for Eliade, and what it signifies for modern culture.Provides a fictionalized account of Jemmy Button, a
native boy from Tierra del Fuego who was brought to London to be educated and then returned home to
his island.In previous generations, ministers often enjoyed high job satisfaction. They could be clear
about who they were and what they were for. Today, they are increasingly anxious about role confusion,
overload and burnout. Drawing on his abundant experience in hands-on ministry and ministry education,
Gordon Oliver speaks directly, with faith and with hopefulness to these realities. He explores the
covenant that exists between ministers and their churches and provides a clear evaluation of the
structures, constraints and freedoms of ministry. With real-life stories and insightful questions for
reflection, his thought-provoking guide helps ministers, and those who support them, work together to
fulfil ministers' true calling.This new edition provides both theoretical and practical background of
security and forensics for mobile phones. The author discusses confidentiality, integrity, and availability
threats in mobile telephones to provide background for the rest of the book. Security and secrets of
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mobile phones are discussed including software and hardware interception, fraud and other malicious
techniques used “against” users. The purpose of this book is to raise user awareness in regards to
security and privacy threats present in the use of mobile phones while readers will also learn where
forensics data reside in the mobile phone and the network and how to conduct a relevant analysis. The
information on denial of service attacks has been thoroughly updated for the new edition. Also, a major
addition to this edition is a section discussing software defined radio and open source tools for mobile
phones.Most churches are not as effective as they could be in their marketing ministry because printed
communications are not seen as vital and essential tools in church growth. Often, church publications
primarily consist of getting the bulletin and newsletter completed, plus whatever flyers people need for
youth group meetings or the church potluck. This book gives a simple how-to explanation of how to
implement a church marketing plan. Using church growth paradigms combined with proven marketing
strategies and specific publication techniques, this book shows pastors, church leaders, and
administration staff how to produce publications that will grow their churches and change the lives of
people in congregations. This book assists pastors and other church leaders intentionally move people
from one stage of church growth to the next."Introduction by Steve Berry"--Page 1 of cover.This book
consists of a number of chapters addressing different aspects of activity recognition, roughly in three
main categories of topics. The first topic will be focused on activity modeling, representation and
reasoning using mathematical models, knowledge representation formalisms and AI techniques. The
second topic will concentrate on activity recognition methods and algorithms. Apart from traditional
methods based on data mining and machine learning, we are particularly interested in novel approaches,
such as the ontology-based approach, that facilitate data integration, sharing and automatic/automated
processing. In the third topic we intend to cover novel architectures and frameworks for activity
recognition, which are scalable and applicable to large scale distributed dynamic environments. In
addition, this topic will also include the underpinning technological infrastructure, i.e. tools and APIs, that
supports function/capability sharing and reuse, and rapid development and deployment of technological
solutions. The fourth category of topic will be dedicated to representative applications of activity
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recognition in intelligent environments, which address the life cycle of activity recognition and their use
for novel functions of the end-user systems with comprehensive implementation, prototyping and
evaluation. This will include a wide range of application scenarios, such as smart homes, intelligent
conference venues and cars.Thrillseeker Valentino Casali has finally come home to Monta Correnti to
face his past…and his future? Valentino is sure his childhood friend Clara Rossetti can help him forget his
troubles. But she's not the same carefree girl he knew. Valentino is determined to bring back her sunny
smile and give her a summer to remember! Clara's knight in shining armor has arrived on a motorbike!
She wants to forget her life-threatening illness, and if anyone can make miracles happen it's
Valentino!"Mining Group Gold" is a book on leadership. It explores the process of managing people and
ideas to achieve a high level of results in a complex, turbulent global economy. This book is a practical,
easy to use guide to building and maintaining collaboration within and across teams.Chronicles the year
the author spent avoiding her reflection, an effort throughout which she relied on the feedback of others
to help her gauge her appearance, outlook, priorities, and beliefs about beauty.Marvel's top talents of the
1970s take on Edgar Rice Burroughs' savage swordsman of Barsoom! John Carter, a hunted soldier on
the Western frontier, is transported to an alien world filled with six-armed aliens, sinister super-science
and the love of his life, the incomparable Dejah Thoris! A must-have science-fiction epic in the Mighty
Marvel Manner! Collecting JOHN CARTER, WARLORD OF MARS #1-28 and ANNUAL #1-3.A decade ago,
twenty-six Towers of unknown origin rocketed into the Earth, destroying almost everything in an event
known asMining GeophysicsGoing to the Fae plane against Jared’s orders has cost Mina dearly. Her
decision haunts her as a new danger surfaces back on the human plane. The Grimms are fading from
existence. To save her family’s future, Mina Grime will have to travel to the past with the help of her Fae
Godmother and a pair of magic shoes. She must go to the Story’s very beginning, to the days before the
dark prince’s reign. But can she finish her quest before her time runs out, or will she be trapped in the
past forever?Wonderful, simply wonderful. A story of love, healing, and forgiveness sure to grip the heart
of every reader. --Debbie Macomber, New York Times #1 bestselling author In a Drought, It's the Darkest
Cloud That Brings Hope It's 1954 and Perla Long's arrival in the sleepy town of Wise, West Virginia, was
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supposed to go unnoticed. She just wants a quiet, safe place for her and her daughter, Sadie, where the
mistakes of her past can stay hidden. But then drought comes to Wise, and Perla is pulled into the turmoil
of a town desperately in need of a miracle. Casewell Phillips has resigned himself to life as a
bacheloruntil he meets Perla. She's everything he's sought in a woman, but he can't get past the sense
that she's hiding something. As the drought worsens, Perla's unique gift divides the town in two, bringing
both gratitude and condemnation, and placing the pair in the middle of a storm of anger and forgiveness,
fear and faith. -- This debut novel is splendid. The story is genuine and heartfelt, with just a touch of the
Divine. A story of forgiveness and reckoning, and realizing love does cover a multitude of sins. Thomas
will be a go-to author after you read Miracle in a Dry Season. --Rachel Hauck, bestselling author of The
Wedding Dress and Once Upon a Prince Charming, whimsical, and intelligently written, Miracle in a Dry
Season is a beautiful debut novel! --Ann Tatlock, Christy-award winning author of Promises to
KeepDesigned to equip students with the skills for effective business communication, Communicating for
Results offers practical, classroom-tested instruction not just in grammar but in the rhetorical techniques
and persuasive strategies that students need to become effective writers and speakers. Supplemented
with abundant group and individual activities to reinforce key principles and help students hone their
skills, this invaluable text will teach students to communicate with confidence.The most comprehensive
guide to over 40,000 cameras from the earliest years to the present. Over 20% of the cameras listed in this
guide can not be found in any other book. Over 10,000 clear, sharp illustrations to aid in identification.
Detailed historical and technical information. Capsule histories of camera manufacturers. Fully indexed.
This book is a MUST for all camera collectors and antique buffs. Over 15,000 new camera listings added
since the previous edition. Also included is a listing of museums and collectors clubs from around the
world. Dating of cameras by patent number and shutter types. This is the standard reference worldwide
for collectible cameras.Secretive, enigmatic beings, they came to Earth to live among humanity in quiet,
aristocratic isolation. But now, after years of silence, the "gods" have decided to share their art. Across
the vast galactic void come great ships bearing the fruits of an incomprehensible alien culture - paintings
and sculpture of such raw, visceral power that their unveiling plunges the Earth into violent chaos and
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sends the visitors fleeing from their adopted planet. But some remain behind - to face death at the hands
of rampaging mobs, to witness the outcome of the grand cosmic game and to assist in the creation of one
last, potentially universe-shattering masterpiece that will illuminate the awesome, final destinies of god
and man.With the startling emotional immediacy of a fractured family photo album, Jennifer Lauck's
incandescent memoir is the story of an ordinary girl growing up at the turn of the 1970s and the truly
extraordinary circumstances of a childhood lost. Wrenching and unforgettable, Blackbird will carry your
heart away. The house on Mary Street was home to Jennifer; her older brother B.J.; their hardworking
father, who smelled like aftershave and read her Snow White; and their mother, who called her little
daughter Sunshine and embraced Jackie Kennedy's sense of style. Through a child's eyes, the skies of
Carson City were forever blue, and life was perfect -- a world of Barbies, Bewitched, and the Beatles. Even
her mother's pain from her mysterious illness could be patted away with hairspray, powder, and a kiss on
the cheek.But soon, everything Jennifer has come to love and rely on begins to crumble, sending her on
a roller coaster of loss and loneliness. In a world unhinged by tragedy, where beautiful mothers die and
families are warped by more than they can bear, a young girl must transcend a landscape of pain and
mistreatment to discover her richest resource: her own unshakable will to survive.In her second
collection of poems, J. Allyn Rosser explores the human condition in all its gloriously valiant pathos.
Misery Prefigured dwells on our continual reinventions of self and world and the restless dynamic that
vibrates between them.Whether contemplating a failed marriage, a visit from God, or a pearl dropped into
a bottle of Prell shampoo, Rosser's wry yet impassioned eye looks hard for a habitable and abiding truth.
Alternating between deadpan and dead serious, these poems are often darkly funny, exposing the
contradictions inherent in every desire. Misery Prefigured is fueled by a cocky, unsentimental
determination to make some consolatory sense of what passes for reality.Collecting data is relatively
easy, but turning raw information into something useful requires that you know how to extract precisely
what you need. With this insightful book, intermediate to experienced programmers interested in data
analysis will learn techniques for working with data in a business environment. You'll learn how to look at
data to discover what it contains, how to capture those ideas in conceptual models, and then feed your
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understanding back into the organization through business plans, metrics dashboards, and other
applications. Along the way, you'll experiment with concepts through hands-on workshops at the end of
each chapter. Above all, you'll learn how to think about the results you want to achieve -- rather than rely
on tools to think for you. Use graphics to describe data with one, two, or dozens of variables Develop
conceptual models using back-of-the-envelope calculations, as well asscaling and probability arguments
Mine data with computationally intensive methods such as simulation and clustering Make your
conclusions understandable through reports, dashboards, and other metrics programs Understand
financial calculations, including the time-value of money Use dimensionality reduction techniques or
predictive analytics to conquer challenging data analysis situations Become familiar with different open
source programming environments for data analysis "Finally, a concise reference for understanding how
to conquer piles of data."--Austin King, Senior Web Developer, Mozilla "An indispensable text for aspiring
data scientists."--Michael E. Driscoll, CEO/Founder, DatasporaThis book originally appeared in German in
1974, under the title "Bergschadenkunde" (mining subsidence engineering), and then in Russian in 1978,
published by Nedra of Moscow. When the German edition was almost out of print, Springer-Verlag
decided to bring out a new edition, this time in English. For this English version the text has been
thoroughly revised, enlarged, and sup plemented by over 100 new figures. The book deals with the
current state of international knowl edge on strata and ground movement over mine workings, with its
damaging effects on mine shafts and the land surface, and with measures for regulating mining damage
in law and reducing it in practice. Discussion begins with the mine excavation underground - the cause and ends with the damage to surface structure- the effect. Methods of roof control, including the subject
of rock bursts, are not discussed, since that is a field concerned more with the safety of underground
workings than with minimizing damage at the surface. Of the 500 literature references in the German edi
tion, only the more important for an international readership have been retained, but no value judgement
on the many pUblica tions not mentioned should be read into this. The book is principally intended as a
working aid for the mine surveyor, the mining engineer, the architect, and the civil engineer. For the
student and the post-graduate researcher, it of fers a summary and guide to this whole field of
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knowledge.Sixteen-year-old Ani lives in the tiny Quebec town of Ste-Anne-de-Beaupre, where her family
runs Saintly Souvenirs, a tourist shop catering to the many pilgrims who come to the town seeking a
miracle. The bane of Ani’s existence is her hyperactive, over-sexed younger sister, Colette. Ani and her
mother, Therese, are devout Catholics; Colette and her father are not. When Therese is paralyzed after a
freak accident, Ani’s faith is tested, but when she is confronted with something shocking in her mother’s
past, she has to rethink her whole existence.In the mid-1990s, astronomers made history when they
began to find planets orbiting stars in the Milky Way. More than eight hundred planets have been found
since then, yet none of them is anything like Earth and none could support life. Now, armed with more
powerful technology, planet hunters are racing to find a true twin of Earth. Science writer Michael
Lemonick has unique access to these exoplaneteers, as they call themselves, and Mirror Earth unveils
their passionate quest. Unlike competitors in other races, Geoff Marcy, Bill Borucki, David Charbonneau,
Sara Seager, and others actually consult and cooperate with one another. But only one will be the first to
find Earth's twin. Mirror Earth tells the story of their competition.On a frozen January night, a young man
hangs himself in a lonely corner of the Upper Peninsula, in a place they call Misery Bay. Alex McKnight
does not know this young man, and he won't even hear about the suicide until two months later, when the
last person Alex would ever expect comes to him for help. What seems like a simple quest to find a few
answers will turn into a nightmare of sudden violence and bloody revenge, and a race against time to
catch a ruthless and methodical killer. McKnight knows all about evil. Mobsters, drug dealers, hit
men—he's seen them all, and they've taken away almost everything he's ever loved. But none of them
could have ever prepared him for the darkness he's about to face. A New York Times bestseller, Michigan
Notable Book, and Boston Globe Best Crime Book of the Year, Steve Hamilton's Misery Bay marks the
return of one of crime fiction's most critically acclaimed series.The images on the Marseille Tarot cards
started out as illustrations of Sumero-Bablyonian myths, preserved through the centuries on cylinder
seals. They were copied by people who didn't understand them but who also had access to some form,
whether written or oral, of the wisdom encoded in those myths and in Bible stories. That wisdom is
identical with Sufi teachings as espoused by teachers like Ibn al 'Arabi, Rumi, and others, including
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Gurdjieff and his teachings about the enneagram. The myths and stories are decoded in this book using
the multiple meanings conveyed by Arabic consonantal word roots and by reference to those doctrines
and to modern discoveries about conditioning and the hemispheric specialization of the brain. Arabic is
the closest existing descendant of the ancient Protosemitic language. The Kabbalah, long rumoured to be
linked to the Tarot, is shown to come from the same sources, and originally had eight, not ten, sefiroth.
The visual evidence alone is overwhelming: the mystery of where the Tarot comes from has been
definitively solved.Nick Ridgely prided himself on his control…but nothing prepared him for that phone
call. When Nick discovered his twin boys had been kidnapped, he vowed to do whatever it took to get
them back…even if that meant facing his ex-wife and the attraction he thought he buried months ago.
Having her ex-husband back in her life was not what Becky Collingsworth asked Santa for this year.
Determined to remain guarded, Becky worked with Nick to fi nd their sons. But what would she do about
the onslaught of emotions she still felt for her irresistible ex?Current popular interest in bodies, fitness,
sport and active lifestyles, has made bodybuilding more visible and acceptable within mainstream society
than ever before. However, the association between bodybuilding, drugs and risk has contributed to a
negative image of an activity which many people find puzzling. Using data obtained from participant
observation and interviews, this book explores bodybuilding subculture from the perspective of the
bodybuilder. It looks at: * How bodybuilders try to maintain competent social identities * How they
manage the risks of using steroids and other physique-enhancing drugs * How they understand the
alleged steroid-violence link * How they 'see' the muscular body. Through systematic exploration it
becomes apparent that previous attempts to explain bodybuilding in terms of 'masculinity-in-crisis' or
gender insecurity are open to question. Different and valuable insights into what sustains and legitimizes
potentially dangerous drug-taking activities are provided by this detailed picture of a huge underground
subculture.A core text from the renowned Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, Atlas of Procedures
in Gynecologic Oncology, Third Edition covers the latest developments in both open and minimally
invasive surgery. Supplemented with full-color photographs, practical explanations, and video clips, the
book provides a detailed overview of the major gynecologicThis book identifies eight key mechanisms
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that can transform a set of ideas into a psychological flytrap. The author suggests that, like the black
holes of outer space, from which nothing, not even light, can escape, our contemporary cultural
landscape contains numerous intellectual black-holes—belief systems constructed in such a way that
unwary passers-by can similarly find themselves drawn in. While such self-sealing bubbles of belief will
most easily trap the gullible or poorly educated, even the most intelligent and educated of us are
potentially vulnerable. Some of the world’s greatest thinkers have fallen in, never to escape. This witty,
insightful critique will help immunize readers against the wiles of cultists, religious and political zealots,
conspiracy theorists, promoters of flaky alternative medicines, and others by clearly setting out the tricks
of the trade by which such insidious belief systems are created and maintained.The personal story of the
first American woman climber to attempt Mount Everest describes her transformation from an
overprotected Chicago youth to the leader of women climbing teams, describing her successful ascents
of Mount McKinley and Annapurna and her receipt of a Gold Medal from the Society of Women
Geographers. Reprint.A fresh start working in a charming coastal town is just what Dr. Kirby Atherton
needs. She longs for a family, but has just learned the devastating news of her infertility. Nick Dennison
was once a hot-shot city doc, with women falling at his feet! But having just battled the toughest years of
his life, relationships-and most definitely babies-are certainly not on his agenda. Working together, Nick
and Kirby find their worlds collide. Their burning attraction can't be ignored, and now a miracle has
happened. Kirby is pregnant-with his twins!
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